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Watkiss PowerSquare 200 is a perfect fit for AB

West Yorkshire, UK; 11 December, 2012 — AB Print Group of Batley, West Yorkshire has just
installed a Watkiss PowerSquare 200 booklet maker. According to Director Richard Walmsley,
the new machine fills a unique niche finishing documents with higher paginations, produced
digitally on the company’s Kodak NexPress machine.

“At 60-plus pages our stitched books would gape open, which is not an attractive finish,” he
says. “The alternative was perfect binding, which added too much time and cost, defeating the

object of digital print. What we needed was a
booklet maker built for digital which could handle
thicker books with a more professional finish.”

He continues; “We were offered a SquareBack
system as an add-on to our existing booklet
maker, and though the SquareBack book solved
the presentation problem, it was clear to me that
the process really should be an integral part of the
booklet maker and not an extra. When we saw the
Watkiss solution, we thought ‘hallelujah - this is it!”

The Watkiss PowerSquare 200 stitches, folds,
spine forms and trims in one unit. The resulting books have a square spine, similar in
appearance to perfect bound books. It is unique in being able to accommodate up to 200 pages
in one stitched book.

“In its infancy we thought of digital as ‘apology print’ as we would always have to make excuses
for the quality, “ says Mr Walmsley. “Those days are over, but until we got the Watkiss machine
we still had ‘apology finishing.’ Now we’re proud of our digital books and far from apologising,
we’re telling all our customers about our cost effective alternative to perfect binding, and the
feedback has been great.”
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The AB Print Group was formed in 2010 as the amalgamation of three companies, AB Co
(Design & Print) Ltd, RW Reprographics and Wellan Studios Screen Print. The company now
offers litho, digital and screen printing from its 15,000sq ft factory and according to Mr Walmsley,
the synergy between these technologies has been a key feature in raising turnover to the £3.8m
mark.

About Watkiss Automation
Watkiss Automation Ltd. is a wholly family owned and managed company which has been
designing and manufacturing innovative print finishing equipment since 1974. Design and
manufacturing facilities are located in Sandy, Bedfordshire (UK). The company serves the digital
and offset print market through direct sales, a world-wide distribution channel and OEM partners.
Approximately 80% of production is exported; and Watkiss was a recipient of the prestigious
Queen’s Award for Enterprise: International Trade in 2010. The principal product ranges include
the Watkiss Vario and Watkiss DigiVAC Collating and Finishing Systems, the Watkiss
BookMaster, Watkiss SpineMaster, and the Watkiss PowerSquare.

For more information, visit www.watkiss.com

C.P. Bourg – Your Partner in Print Finishing
For more than 50 years, C.P. Bourg has designed and delivered innovative binding and finishing
solutions to meet the needs of the global printing and finishing industry. C.P. Bourg’s reputation
– as the world’s leading technology developer and supplier of in-line and near-line/off-line
document feeding, binding and finishing equipment for the broad spectrum of traditional and
digital printing environments – is built on a history of Mr. Christian Pierre Bourg’s achievement
and continuous commitment to quality, innovation and efficiency. This commitment has led to
privileged relationships with numerous digital print suppliers, and with tens of thousands of
customers worldwide who rely on C.P. Bourg equipment to turn print on paper into quality
finished products.

For more information visit www.cpbourg.com.
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